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cutting materials; dressing himself; and building and han-
dling objects and tools during the first five years of his life.
Similarly, his ability to get along with the teacher and
with other children depends upon the way he has learned
to play with children at home and upon his attitude toward
authority. His social adjustment in school likewise depends
upon- whether he has acquired the skills that will enable him
to take his place with self-confidence in the group.
The importance of the preschool period for success in the
first years of school cannot be overemphasized. The pre-
school child "is father to" the first grade child. The answers
to the following questions are determined in the preschool
period: What kind of child is sent to school? Is he a self-
reliant little chap who meets the mystery and strangeness of
his first day of school with good-natured curiosity and co-
operation? Or is he a timid child clinging to his mother or
an older sister, crying when she leaves him, afraid of the
teacher, afraid of the other children, hiding his face on the
desk, and standing alone when the other children are playing
games at recess? Does he enjoy taking part in the activities
of the group, sometimes taking the part of audience and
sometimes playing the role of performer? Is his conduct
determined by more remote goals instead of by the interests
and needs of the present? Does he try to get what he wants
by working for it in a socially acceptable way? Does he face
the fact that there are certain things that he cannot do and
certain things that he cannot have? Can he put on his coat
and hat, manage the buttons himself, and tie his own shoe
laces? Or does he wait for someone else to button him up
and bundle him off?
'Although the child's actions are strongly motivated by the
accumulated habits of his short past, he will find new oppor-
tunities for development in the primary period. Nf Each age
has its characteristic experiences and opportunities^ As Rob-
ert Louis Stevenson said,
It is good to have been young in youth, and as years go on to
grow older, to travel deliberately through one's ages and to get the
heart out of a liberal education.

